
ADDI
WIRELESS SPEAKER
Metal speaker with controls for adjusting volume, play/
pause, skipping songs, accepting/rejecting/redialing 
phone calls, a built-in microphone and LED status 
indicator.

T230

NOMAD MUST HAVES
MESSENGER
This Messenger Bag with its magnetic quick opening and 
deluxe stationery & media organizer, is the ideal go to 
bag designed with life in mind.

BG400

TREND SETTER MINI
350 ML / 12 OZ STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE
The Trend Setter Mini is a double wall vacuum insulated 
bottle made with pro-grade 18/8 stainless steel.

DW304

TREND SETTER NATURAL
600 ML / 20 OZ STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE
The Trend Setter Natural is a double wall vacuum 
insulated bottle made with pro-grade 18/8 stainless steel.

DW303

BUSINESS SMART
FLUSH-FRONT BACKPACK
Grey is the new black! This Flush-Front Backpack is a 
practical backpack to have around.

BG101

NEOSKIN®

HARD COVER JOURNAL
Our best-selling hard-cover journal with 192 ivory, lined 
acid free pages.

ST4143

FABRIZIO
REFILLABLE JUNIOR PORTFOLIO
Vinyl portfolio with matching interior pen loop.

ST4238

BEST SELLERS
WITH DEEP INVENTORY

GLACIO
BALLPOINT PEN/STYLUS
Anodized aluminum push-action pen with a soft 
capacitive stylus.

i128

VISIT 
www.SPECTORANDCO.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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MAKE IT POP
PACKABLE BACKPACK
Fun, playful and easy to use for traveling purposes. 
Unfold, pack & go!

BG100

CALL OF THE WILD
OVERNIGHTER BACKPACK
If you’re looking for a bag that gives you easy access and 
versatility this Overnighter Backpack is the bag for you.

BG117

NOMAD MUST HAVES
EXPANDABLE BUSINESS MESSENGER
With its easy access accordion opening, its seam to 
seam full-storage organizer and its exterior laptop access 
this messenger bag is the perfect messenger bag for the 
busy commuter.

BG403

COLLECTION X
WEEKENDER DUFFLE
This Weekender-Duffle opens flat with dividing panels. 
With its dedicated work station and clothing compart-
ments, it makes for a great travel companion!

BG209

CLASSIC REVIVAL
CLASSIC BACKPACK
You can never go wrong when you pick a classic! 

BG105

TREND SETTER METALLIC
600 ML / 20 OZ STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE
The Trend Setter Metallic is a double walled vacuum 
insulated bottle made with pro-grade 18/8 stainless steel.

DW305

RING LEADER
600 ML / 20 OZ STAINLESS STEEL BOTTLE
The 600 ml / 20 oz Ring Leader is a double wall vacuum 
insulated bottle made with pro-grade 18/8 stainless steel.

DW310

TOUGH COOKIE
480 ML / 16 OZ STAINLESS STEEL TUMBLER
The Tough Cookie is a double wall vacuum insulated 
tumbler made with pro-grade 18/8 stainless steel.

DW401

MEAN MUGGIN’ LUXE METALLIC
360 ML / 12 OZ STAINLESS STEEL MUG
The Mean Muggin’ Luxe Metallic is a double wall vacuum 
insulated mug made with pro-grade 18/8 stainless steel.

DW407

COOL CAT FABRIZIO
360 ML / 12 OZ STAINLESS STEEL CUP
The Cool Cat Fabrizio is a double wall vacuum insulated 
cup made with 18/8 stainless steel.

DW408

FABRIZIO
PADFOLIO & REFILLABLE NOTEPAD
Vinyl with black elastic pen loop (pen not included), 
brown felt lining and a 5 1/2” x 8 1/2” notepad containing 
60 white lined pages (refillable).

ST403

VISIT 
www.SPECTORANDCO.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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BRADFORD
REFILLABLE JOURNAL COMBO
Combo includes ST4135 vinyl journal cover, a perfect 
bound notebook & a matching G1103 Lara ballpoint pen.

ST4347

CLASSICO
HARD COVER JOURNAL
Vinyl hard cover with an interior gusseted pocket on 
back inside cover and 160 ivory lined, perforated pages 
(non-refillable).

ST4123

NEOSKIN®

SOFT COVER JOURNAL
Journal with a document holder on interior back cover 
and 128 ivory lined pages made with acid free paper.

ST4158

DONALD
SOFT COVER SINGLE MEETING JOURNAL
This soft cover, non-refillable single meeting journal is the 
perfect addition to our best-selling Donald collection.

ST4182

DONALD
JOURNAL COMBO
Combo includes ST4370 hard cover vinyl journal and a 
matching G1103 Lara twist-action ballpoint plastic pen. 

ST4373

DONALD
HARD COVER JOURNAL COMBO
Combo includes ST473 hard cover vinyl journal and a 
matching Donald G1254 ballpoint pen. 

ST4734

AQUA
BALLPOINT PEN
Recycled plastic push-action pen with a recycled symbol 
printed on clip. Made with 80% recycled materials from 
plastic water bottles.

EC112

CORK
BALLPOINT PEN
The barrel of this eco-friendly Cork ballpoint pen is made 
from 80% natural cork and 20% paper while the remaining 
base pen materials are made with 30% recycled wheat 
husk.

EC146

ASIA
BALLPOINT PEN
Bamboo and metal push-action pen with plastic trim.
Trim made with 45% biodegradable materials.

EC122

BECKY
BALLPOINT PEN
Heavyweight plastic push-action pen.

G1003

VENENO
BALLPOINT PEN
Heavyweight plastic and metal push-action pen.

G1009

VISIT 
www.SPECTORANDCO.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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RITA
BALLPOINT PEN
Heavyweight plastic push-action pen.

G1109

LARA
BALLPOINT PEN
This twist-action stylish plastic ballpoint pen in her new 
whimsical color pallette, pairs perfectly with a Neoskin® 
journal to proudly display your logo.

G1103

ANDY
BALLPOINT PEN
This heavyweight (18.5 grams) push-action ballpoint 
plastic pen has a matte metallic finish, matching rubber-
ized textured grip, chrome trim and a black accent.

G1182

MILO
BALLPOINT PEN
Plastic push-action pen.

G1201

DONALD
BALLPOINT PEN
You are sure to match your logo to one of Donald’s color-
ful rubberized barrels and the large, flat black matte clip 
is the perfect modern backdrop to dome your brand’s 
logo in 4-color process splendor. 

G1254

GIGI
BALLPOINT PEN
You’ll never be off-color with the cheerful shades of the 
Gigi push-action plastic ballpoint pen.

G1264

MAVIS
BALLPOINT PEN
The plastic “Value Plus” Mavis will ensure your promotion 
is visible with your message printed in a color to match 
the vibrant shades of its accents.

G1279

ALIX
BALLPOINT PEN
With Alix’s rubberized barrel and low lead refill, your 
writing experience will be comfortable and smooth.

G1282

ALIX
BALLPOINT PEN
With Alix’s translucent matte rubberized barrel and low 
lead refill, your writing experience will be comfortable and 
smooth.

G1289

CYNTHIA SUPER DOME
BALLPOINT PEN
As one of the best-selling pens, the Cynthia family has 
now combined the visual impact of a large 4CP domed 
branding area with the option of NFC technology to take 
promoting your message to the next level.

G1291

ALI
BALLPOINT PEN
Anodized aluminum push-action pen.

G3038

VISIT 
www.SPECTORANDCO.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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ALI EXECUTIVE
BALLPOINT PEN
This heavyweight (23 grams), push-action ballpoint brass 
pen has chrome trim, rubberized matte metallic finish 
and a matching accent on the plunger.

G3108

LUIGI
BALLPOINT PEN
Anodized aluminum push-action pen.

G4051

CYNTHIA
BALLPOINT PEN WITH REGISTERED 
ANTIMICROBIAL ADDITIVE
When an in-person signature is required, minimize 
the transmission of germs by using Cynthia, a plastic, 
push-action pen treated with a registered antimicrobial 
additive to prevent product degradation.

HW204

ALI
BALLPOINT PEN/STYLUS
Heavyweight aluminum push-action pen with a soft 
capacitive stylus.

i116

GLACIO
BALLPOINT PEN/STYLUS
Anodized aluminum push-action pen with a soft 
capacitive stylus.

i138

FABRIZIO
BOTTLE OPENER & POUCH
This 3-in-1 kit includes a bamboo handle with corkscrew, 
bottle opener and foil cutter knife tools in stainless steel.

EC132

DONALD
LUGGAGE TAG
Enter our stylish Donald vinyl luggage tag with its wide 
window display and secure black metal wire closure.

G526

BOSTON
LUGGAGE TAG
For easy and efficient travelling prep, you’ll love this 
luggage tag.

G533

COLORPLAY
LUGGAGE TAG
Leather luggage tag with hidden magnetic closure.

G8028

OPHELIA
4,400 MAH POWER BANK UL2056
The Ophelia power bank makes charging a simple task; 
blinking when charging a device and then when done, it 
automatically turns itself off.

T1036

OPHELIA
WIRELESS CHARGING DOCK
This rubberized plastic wireless charging dock provides 
an illuminated backlit background for your logo.Simply lay 
your smartphone on the silicone ring to wireless charge it.

T1038

VISIT 
www.SPECTORANDCO.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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FABRIZIO
WIRELESS CHARGING DOCK
This wireless charging technology will keep your 
smartphone fully charged and ready to go!

FABRIZIO
STEREO HEADPHONES
With this lightweight and comfortable wired headphone, 
you can listen to music and movies for hours without 
taking a break.

GOLDIE
WIRELESS SPEAKER
Multi-functionality and sophistication merge together in 
the Goldie wireless speaker.

T1044

KEPLER
4,000 MAH WIRELESS CHARGING POWERBANK
Kepler’s full coverage 4CP backdrop for your logo is not 
only pretty, it’s functional too! Rest your smartphone on 
the suction cup charging pad and let Kepler do the work 
while an LED backlight dramatically illuminates the center 
of your brand’s message.

T1042

TOBI
2-IN-1 PEN HOLDER/WIRELESS CHARGER
This rubberized plastic 2-in-1 pen holder / wireless 
charging dock provides an inventive solution to manag-
ing desk clutter.

T1043

ADDI FLASH
WIRELESS SPEAKER
The Addi Flash wireless speaker is aptly named as its 
colorful LED lights pulsate to the beat of your music.

T236 T237

ADDI
WIRELESS 2-IN-1 SPEAKER/CHARGING DOCK
One wireless device, two key functions! This rubberized 
aluminum Addi is both a wireless speaker and a wireless 
charging dock with built-in NTC & FOD technology.

T256

T314

DINO
EARBUD KIT
Take the party with you wherever you go! These colorful 
earbuds have stereo sound and a tangle-free audio cord 
with a 3.5 mm plug.

T307

ADDI JUNIOR
WIRELESS SPEAKER
Metal speaker with controls for adjusting volume, play/
pause, skipping songs, accepting/rejecting/redialing phone 
calls, a built-in microphone and LED status indicator.

T270

PEBBLE
TRUE WIRELESS EARBUDS
Comfortable and stylish, the Pebble True Wireless matte 
plastic earbuds offer quality sound and wireless technol-
ogy allowing you to answer calls, control the volume and 
play or skip songs.

T312

TALON
TWS EARBUDS W/ WIRELESS CHARGE BOX
Talon offers double the wireless technology! Wirelessly 
charge your earbuds as they rest in their 4CP branded 
receiver charging box and then enjoy your music with 
TWS; True Wireless Stereo sound.

T328

VISIT 
www.SPECTORANDCO.COM
FOR MORE INFORMATION.
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